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Abstract. How to provide customers with timely and effective logistics and distribution services as well as
reduce the production cost of the sales process has become increasingly important for enterprises in recent
years. This paper is a study on computer spare parts logistics management information system project. It
describes the project background and the composition of the system. Research is carried out on how to handle
the distribution model with multiple types of nodes and more complex spare parts logistics. The open-source
Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) solver—lp_solve is used to solve the model, and the global
optimal solution can be reached by employing branch-and-bound methodology. Finally this paper proposes a
heuristic algorithm to meet the business needs and quickly get the approximate result.
Keywords: Transportation problem; integer programming; greedy algorithm; branch-and-bound algorithm;
logistics system; distribution model; lp_solve

1. Introduction
Spare parts logistics is a comprehensive logistics activity which is aiming to ensure timely and efficient
supply of spare parts, and to provide enterprises with support to normal operation and after-sales service.
With more competitors in the market, customers are able to choose more and more similar products. It is
quite often that individual products have little difference, especially in personal PC. Therefore after-sale
service becomes an important business tool for competitive differentiation [1][2]; and after-sale service is a
major factor for customer purchase decision. On the one hand the success of spare parts logistics can improve
customer satisfaction and loyalty and thereby establish a good corporate reputation and indirectly increase the
profits of enterprises; on the other hand, the success of the spare parts logistics management system can
effectively control costs, reduce the costs and risks due to product backlog and/or overstock. Furthermore, the
information in the system can help optimizing transportation routes, reducing transportation costs, directly
improving the operational efficiency of enterprises. As a support service for spare parts logistics, operational
efficiency of its treatment often determines the service quality, speed and cost, and therefore become very
important [3].
This paper is written based on an IT spare parts logistics management system project. The main goals of
the paper focus on establishing the model and developing corresponding algorithm to find reasonable
distribution routes. There are plenty of related researches, but few of them were integrated into a completed
logistics management system as a distribution optimizer. This optimizer enhances the intelligence of the
overall logistics management, and makes the whole distribution process more optimized [4].
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2. Background
2.1 System Architecture

Figure 1. System Architecture

The system consists of the following major components:
• Daily Management Module: The module is responsible for managing the daily plans and tasks;
•

Predict Module: it forecasts the purchasing quantities and the intervals of purchasing according to the
historical procurement data;

•

Storage Module: The module is responsible for managing the storing data and checking-in/-out
registration;

•

Distribution Module: The module queries inventory and request information according to a number of
required inputs, and then builds the optimal delivery routes for the delivery schedulers;

2.2 Distribution module

Figure 2. Flow chart of distribution module

The distribution module will perform the following steps in order to generate a delivery plan:
• Store data: The data is extracted from the database of the inventory management module;
•

Require data: The data is generated automatically by the management system based on the submitted
reports, or directly acquired from users’ inputs.

•

Compute cost Matrix: The matrix represents a cost rate matrix between any pair of locations. It can be
maintained and updated by a user based upon the current tariff in order to perform more accurate
calculation.

3. Mathematical Model
3.1 Transportation problem
Transportation problem: the transportation problem is a classical minimum-cost flow problem. In linearprogramming terms, we are given a m-entry supply vector A={a[i]}, an n-entry demand vector B={b[j]}, and
an m × n cost array C={c[i, j]}, such that the entries of A and B are all positive, and we want to choose an
m × n variable array X={x[i,j]} in order to
MIN Z = ∑ c(i,j) × x(i,j)
i,j

subject to : ∑ x[ I , j ] ≤ a[ I ]

for 1 ≤ I ≤ m

y[i, J ] ≥ b[ J ]

for 1 ≤ J ≤ n

j

∑

i

3.2 Transportation problem include transit node
We can set various constraints according to the types of transit nodes [5]:
• Pure Supply Node: A pure supply node with supply s[I] doesn’t have demand nor perform transfer
function;
I
Figure 3-1. Pure Supply Node

Constraints: The total amounts sent to other nodes from a pure supply node I must less than the supply
amount s [I]
∑

j

•

x[ I , j ] ≤ s[ I ]

Pure Demand Node: a pure demand node with the demand quantity of d[I] will not have any supply
and won’t perform transfer function;
J
Figure 3-2. Pure Require Node

Constraints: The total amount received from other nodes must meet the J node’s requirement
∑

i

•

x[i, J ] ≥ d [ J ]

Supply Node: a supply node with supply quantity of s[I] doesn’t have any demand but it might
perform transfer function;
I
Figure 3-3. Supply Node

Constraints: outflow - inflow must be less than supply amount possessed by node I:
∑

j

•

x[ I , j ] − ∑ x[i, I ] ≤ s[ I ]
i

Demand Node: a demand node with demand quantity of d[I] will not provide any supply but it might
perform transfer function;
J
Figure 3-4. Require Node

Constraints: inflow - outflow must be greater than the demand quantity required by node J
∑

i

•

x[i, J ] − ∑ x[ J , j ] ≥ d [ J ]
j

Pure Transit Node: this type of nodes only perform transfer function, and they don’t have demand nor
supply;
I
Figure 3-5. Pure Transit Node

Constraints: there is no capability of storage, inflow is equal to outflow.
∑

i

•

x[i, I ] − ∑ x[ I , j ] = 0
j

Transit Node: this type of nodes may have demand, supply and perform transfer function;

I
Figure 3-6. Transit Node

Constraints: inflow - outflow must not be greater than the amount of supply – demand;
∑

i

x[i, I ] − ∑ x[ I , j ] ≤ s[ I ] − d [ I ]
j

3.3 Notation
•

xik, j : The amounts of the k-th spare part to be transported from location i to location j;

•

cit, j : The matrix of unit transportation cost from location i to location j with the t-th transportation

method;
•

H: The set of all of the departure ports (including all nodes with capability of storage);

•

D: The set of all of the destinations;

•

M: The set of the pure transit node;

•

K: The set of the spare parts;

•

d j , k : The require of location j for k-th spare parts;

•

si , k : The current storage of k-th spare parts at location i;

•

min si , k : The minimum storage amount of k-th spare parts at location i.

3.4 Distrubution model
In this problem, departure ports include main-HUBs and sub-HUBs ,and destination only include subHUBs.all the main-HUBs can be treated as the supply nodes, sub-HUBs can be viewed as the transit nodes
with capacity, other nodes are pure cargo transit nodes without storage capacity [6][7].
The objective Function is to minimize the total transporting cost, i.e.:
MIN Z=

∑

∑

∑

i∈H ∪ M j∈D ∪ M k ∈K

cik, j xik, j

Subject to:
1) Require constraints:
k
∑ xi , j ≥ d j , k , ∀J ∈ D，∀k ∈ K

i∈H

2) Supply constains(main-HUBs+sub-HUBs):
k
∑ xi , j ≤ si , k − min si , k , ∀J ∈ D，∀k ∈ K
j∈ D

3) Transit node constraints (sub-HUBs):
∑ x i,J − ∑ x J,j ≥ sJ, k − d J,k − min sJ, k
i∈H

j∈D

∀m ∈ M , ∀J ∈ D，∀k ∈ K

4) Pure transit node constraints:
k∂
k
∑ x i,m − ∑ x m,j = 0 ∀m ∈ M ，∀k ∈ K

i∈H

j∈ D

5) Non-negative and integer constraints:
xik, j ≥ 0

4. Implementation
4.1 Implementation of the algorithm
As the nature of IT parts, the amounts of spare parts cannot be decimal, so the transpotation problem can
be considered as an integer programming problem. Furthermore, branch-and-bound method which is widely

used to solve integer programming problem, is also applicable for solving the mathematical model listed
above.
In the actual implementation process, there are 13 HUBs, 2000 kinds of spare parts and more than 300
transit points. The number of variable xik, j is:
(13+300)*(12+300)*2000= 195312000
The optimal problem (of millions of integer variables) could be solved by a tranditional branch and bound
method. We simply invoke the interger programming model in an open source package called “lp_solve” to
get the optimal solution. The computing time on a Windows server is about 10 minutes which has been
accepted by our customers with great satisfaction!

4.2 Approximate solution uinsing greedy algorithm
Considering the performance, the approximation algorithm or “greedy algorithm” could be used to solve
even larger problems as the business grows and the number of hubs and sub-hubs increases rapidly.
Although the global optimal solution cannot be obtained by the greedy algorithm, the approximate
optimal solution is valuable to the most practical projects that require for simple, fast, and reasonable solutions.
The greedy algorithm embedded in “lp_solve” is applied to solve the same problem, and the
computational time is reduced to 2 minutes.
Due to more locations being added to the existing distribution network, the traditional branch-and-bound
approach is unable to solve the corresponding problems within reasonable computational time. The greedy
algorithm will play an important role in the practice to provide acceptable and feasible solutions to the
practitioners.
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